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ABSTRACT 

Wind tunnel tests were conducted to investi gate t he effect 

of placing a propulsion fan behind the tip of a li.tting ring for 

the purpose of recovering the energy in the trailing vortex. 

Results indicated tha~ significant increase of thrust could be 

obtained as a result of vortex energy recovery. In addition, 

the pre-swirling effect provided b.r the vortex allowed the tan 

to absorb more power and develop more thrust at a lower 

rotational speed. 
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I. INTROOOCTION 

The li!t-induced drag of a lifting surface is associated 

with the force to set up the swirlinc motion of the traili.ng 

vortices. Thus, to reduce the induced drag, different methods 

have been tried either (a) to prevent or interfere with the 

formation of strong vortices, e.g. with a nonpl.&nar lif1i ng 

system (Ref. 1), or (b) to recover the vortex enercr, e.g. 

usinc vortex diftusers • There are station.ary devices like 

winglets (Ref. 2), am rota tine ones like wing-tip vortex 

turbines or vanes (Ret. 3 ) which extract power froa vortices. 

others input power _ into the air stream in form ot a jet or by 

means of a wing-tip mounted propeller (Ret. 4) to increase 

the effective span o! the wing. Wine-tip mounted fan-jets 

(Rat.":$) have _also been tested, some with swirling exhaust 

to reduce vortex flow (Ref. 6) by pre-swirlinc the air 

stream iD the opposite sense as the vortex. 

In tbe present method, a shrouded fan was used to diminish 

the wing-tip vortex of a wine. Thus, instead of the fan providing 

pre-swirling f'low to countract the vortex f'low, it was the 

vortex providing pre-swirling of' the !low to the fan. Therefore 

the fan ~as placed, not at or in front of the wing-tip, but 

downstream of the wing-tip at the same spanwise location. 

Pre-swirling in the opposite sense as the fan rotation i .ncreases 

the apparent rotation of the fan, Theoretically, this results 
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in more thrust from the !'an, part o!' it !'rem increased power 

input by the !'an enpne and part. o!' it !'rOll the Tortex enera. 



II. SDIBOLS 

A aapeet ratio, in the present teet A equals 5.3 

Oct dra1 coefficient based on· wine area, S 

CL li!t coefficient based on wing ar~a, S 

Cdo zero-lift drag coefficient ot wine 

C d1 induced clrac eoetfieient of wine 

Ct-d net thrust ( thrust minua drac ) eoet.f'ieient based on 

wine area 

N rotational speed of fan, in r.p.m. 

q dynamic prenure, in lbt/tt2 

S wine area, in the present test S equals 2.65 tt2 

V· wi.nd tunnel stream velocit7, in t .p.s. 

o( ancle of' attack ( between fan rotational axis and tree 

stream veloeit7 direction tor all eases ) 

.3 



III. THEORY 

Using the simple turning vane theory for the shrouded !'an, 

the ideal velocity diagrams for a !'an blade and a straightener 

vane are shown below. 

Vg I ... 

Fan Blade 

v. 
Straightener vane 

p is air density 

Va is axial !'low velocity 

Ve is rotational velocity 

Vi is blade relatiVe in-c Oiling 

velocity 

V
0 

is blade rela~ive out-going 

velocity 

Vs is final velocity after !'an 

stage and equa-ls vane in-cOIDi.ng 

velocity 

Vw is rotational component o!' 

in-cCIIIing velocity to be 

eliminated by straightener vane 

For 100% efficiency, the pressure rise after the two stages 

is equal to ~(~-~+ ~-~ ) , which is equivalent to 

j>V9 (v9-vacot¢J. 

The bracketed term represents the velocity, hence the momentum 

change in the rotational direction. Thus it is related to the blade 

loading which is a !'unction or the difference between 
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the blade anele and the blade relative in-coming flow angle, 

-lv tan a -. 
Ve 

Integratinc the pressure rise over the flow area at the 

.fan station ci vee the work done to the .flow or the power input 

it the efficiency is assumed 100%. lltlltiplyinc this with the 

Froude efficiency lives the thrust power. 

For a tan alone, at a particular radial station, radius R, 

V 9 equals 21TRN, wher-e N is the rotational speed of the tan. 
bO 

For a tan with pre-81firlinc provided by a vortex, v
9 

equals 21rRN + r , where r is the circulation ot the vortex. 
bO 21tR · · 

The blade relative in-canin~ flow angle is then equal to 

tan-1 Ve 
27tRN + r 
bO ~ 

Thus the blade relative in-canin~ flow angle is decreased 

by the pre-swirlinc rotational and its difference with the 

blade angle is increased. In other words, the b lade anele of 

attack is increased by the pre-swirling effect. Therefore, 

the blade loadinc and· the change in rotational velocity, 

(v9-v.eot ¢), also increase accordingly. 

The ideal pressure rise is then equal to 
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which is ' the same as 

• 

c-partnc this w1 th the !an alone case, the first. term 

indicates power input troa the tan, wtdch is increased as a 

result of the 1ncre88e in blade loadinc. The second term is the 

energy recoTered tram the vortex. 



IV. EXPERIMENT 

Tests were conducted in the Wichita State University 

·7• by 101 wind tunnel with a fan placed behind the tip of a 

halt-wing reflection plane model to captUre the trailing vortex 

so that the vortex induced velocity would provide pre-swirling 

for the fan. 

A. Apparatus 

i.Wing: A NACA 0015 1-ft chord two-dimensional aerofoil 

section was modified with a wooden tip and bolted on the wind 

tunnel floor as a reflection plane model. The semi-span of the 

model wing is 32" • The tip is an angled cut-off. The normal 

vector of thB cut surface makes a 45 degree angle with the 

lift vector of the wing, as shown in drawing 2. It was felt 

that this tip geometry would result in a more concentrated 

vortex core and the flow would then be more stable. 

ii.Fan: Tbe fan used is 14" in diameter w1 th a hub diameter 

of 4.2". There are 6 blades with chord varying from 1.7" to 

1.2" from root to tip. Total washout angle is approx. 42 degrees. 

The blade angle at tip was fixed at 41 degrees during the tests. 

iii.~: A TASK variable-frequency synchronous motor 

producing approx. 2t hp. at 4000 r.p.m. was used to drive the 

fan via a torque meter coupling. 
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iv.Torque meter: The torque meter was made of a coil 

spring bolted to ~o end plates as shown in drawinc 1. The motor 

shaft is keyed to the dri vine plate and the fan hub is bolted 

to the driven plate. The coil sprinc twists under the load 

torque from the fan and the ancular deflection is displayed 

between the !'an hub and the spinner, which is attached to the 

actor shaft. A linea.r scale taped on the spinner and a Vernier 

scale en the tan hub were read with the aid of a stoboscope. 

Since the test section window was several teet away from the 

fan, a projector condenser lens was used to focus the strObe 

licht onto the scales while a land survey telescope was used 

to read thea • . All input power values were COIIPUted from the 

torque values read in this manner. 

v.Shroud: A shroud was built for. the fan to silllulate a 

very hich by-pas:a fan-jet or a shrouded propulsion tan, instead 

of a propeller or propfan. It was supported by S struts attached 

to the motor housins. The struts acted as straichtener vanes 

also. 

vi. Kountinc support and wind shield: The whole assembly 

ot tan, aotor and shroud were supported by the motor housinc 

which attached to a 90 decree elbow at the end of a 1ft extra 

heavy pipe. The pipe was aounted on the wind tunnel force 

balance and supported the tan at the same height as the wing 

tip. A 3i'' thin-wa.ll1iubinc bolted to the wind tunnel floor 
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acted as a wind shield and covered the fan mountinc pipe for 

of its lencth. 

Tii.Wind 'l'wmel: Tests were conducted in the Wichita State 

University 7'by 10' low speed wind tunnel which was naaed 

after Walter Beech. 

viii.Data Acquisition and Reduction : Data were collected, 

reduced to coefficient fora, printed and plotted by the external 

balance and data processinr; aini-e•puter in the Walter Beech 

wind tunnel. 

ix. Asse•bly and set up: The asse•bly of the tan, motor 

and shroud is shown in drawing 1 and the set up ot the wine and 

tan is shown i .n drawinc 2. 

B. Different Confieations 

Three different confi«Urations were tested. Conticuratilll 1 

had the fan placed with its spinner tip apprex • .5" or 42% chord 

downstream ot the winr; tip trailinc edie. For confi~ion 2, 

the r an was aoved fonrard to 2" er 17% chord behind the wine. 

These compare the effect of the chance in downstreaa location 

of the tan. Conficuration 3 .was same as 2 except that the 

shroud was re•oved to simulate a prepeller instead or a hich 

by-pass fan-,.jet 

c. Tea~ -Conditions 

All tests were .conducted at .. a dynamic pressure or about 

20 pst or a velocity of approx. 130 t.p.s. and a fan speed 

ot 4000 r.p.m., except for the thrust vs, ponr tests. 
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Angle ot attack changed normally !rom -2 to 12 degree in 

2 degree steps. The angle between the tan rotational axis and 

the stream direction was always used as reference. The wing 

and tan pitched simultaneously. The incidence between the tan : 

and wing was approx. 5 degree. 

D. Flow Visualization 

After the first smoke visualization ot t~ trace ot the 

vortex core, the tan was moved to li" below the wing. This 

was the extreme posi ti:on allowed in that direction by the 

mounting system and the tunnel floor openings. At this position 

it was shown by noke injected upstream ot the wing tip that the 

vortex core would center and attach to the spuiner at 8 degree 

angle ot attack. But at 0 degree angle ot attack, the core ot the 

vortex would pass below the spi.nner and into the blades. 



V. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

With the fan at 0 degree angle of attack, the thrust of 

the fan as a function of different power inputs was measured 

by testing at di.f.ferent rotational speeds. One test was carried 

out at 3000, 3500 and 4000 r.p.m. and another at 3800, 3900 

4000, 4100 and 4200 r.p.m •• The results are shown in figure 1. 

Stage total efficiency or close to 100% is obtained from the 

slope of the curve at input power near zero. 

This curTa is ~he basis tor the thrust .adjustment due to 

increase of load torque on the fan in the presence or the vortex. 

The opposite sense of rotation. Of the vortex indeed increased 

the local angle of attack at the blades and, as seen from 

results that follows, caused significant increase in the load 

torque on the fan. 

The 'Fan alone ( thrust adjusted for added power ) ' curves in 

the figures that follow are all obtained by adding to the 

fan-alone thrust the extra amount ot thrust due to the extra 

power input resulting from the increase in load torque, through 

the use of the thrust vs. power curve in figure 1. 

As a standard for comparison, the fan alone was tested at 

different ~ngles of attack. The results of two diff erent tests 

done on different dates are shown in figure 2. Lift coefficient 

of the fan, based on wing area, is used instead of angle of 

attack, but the relation between the two is quite linear. 
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The eurves are not symmetrical, probably as a result of 

the geometrical inaccuracies of the fan and shroud. The 

significant dif'ference between the two curves indicates that 

the fan thrust is quite sensitive to changes _in ambient 

conditions. Temperature was 10°F lower during the second test 

than the first test. Although force coefficient were normalized 

tor this change, propeller advance ratio changed as velocity 

varied at constant dynamic pressure. Also the change in Re1t1old' s 

no. affected the parasite drag of the shroud. Hence only tests 

done on the same day will be compared. As the data points at 

10 and 12 degree angle of attack were not taken during the first 

test, the curft was extrapolated following the curve tor the 

second test. 

Figure 3 shows the lift coefficient vs. angle of attack 

f or configuration 1. 'Fan & Wing' indicates that the wing was 

mounted on the balance together with the !an. 'Fan + Wing' Mans 

that the curve is obtained by adding the individual cases of 

li!t of tan alone and wing alone. 

Interaction of the fan and wing resulted in an approxi.mately 

5% increase in lift slope, but. the stalling of the wing, which 

started at about 12 degree angle of attack, might have affected 

the fan so that the combination stalled at about 1 degree lower, 

and the maximum lift was slightly less than the direct sum of 

the fan and the wing alone lifts. 
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Figure 4 shows the effect ot the wing on the !an at 

diff erent angles or attack. Only tbe tan was mounted on the 

balance, the wing was bolted to the wind tunnel noor. The 

difference between the 'Fan behind Wing' curve, which is 

the measured thrust !or the configuratiDn, and the 'Fan alone' 

curve gives the total thrust increase as a result or 

pre-swirling. The dif'.ference the 'Fan behind Wing' and the 

1 Fan alone (thrust adjusted tor added power) ' curves gives 

the increase due to vortex energr recovery alone. 

Figure S presents ·another way ot comparison. The 

•Fan & Wing' curve is the net thrust, i.e. thrust ainus drag, 

measured at different angles ot attack with both the tan and the 

wing on the balance. After correcting the 'Fan alone' thrust to 

get the 'Fan alone (thrust adjusted for added power)' curve, the 

drag ot the wing alone at that angle or attack is added to give 

the 'Fan + Wing' curve, which is used !or comparison with the 

'Fan & Wing ' curve. In some references, this is called the 

'Synthetic Wing~ Fan', an imaginary situation where the fan 

and wing can operate togather without interfering with each 

other. Thus its difference !rom the actual case is defined as 

the interference. Of course, due to the recovery of vortex 

energy, this interference is seen to be favourable. In fact, 

the favourable effect is a little more since, as recalled 

fro. figure 3, the lift is also favourably affected. Therefore 
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figure 5 is replotted using the combined lift coefficient 

instead of angle of attack as ordinate. Figure 6 is the result. 

The curves are similar except at the right end where the 

•Fan & Wing' curve drops belO'IIf the •Fan + Wing' curve because 

of the earlier stall as noted in figure J . 

Figure 7 through 10 are curves for configuration 2 

corrsponding to .. figure J through 6 for configuration 1. 

Even though the fan was moved !onrard by 3" or 25% chord, 

there are few differences between the results for the two 

configurations. 

Figure 11 shows the effect or favourable interference 

tor configuration 3, a propeller instead or a fan. With the 

shroud removed, the net thrust was much increased as the shroud 

has considerable wetted area and was not well made for low drag. 

There is some favourable interference, especially at higher 

angles of attack. However the effect of pre-swirling is less 

pronounc:;ed. The load torque, as seen from the smaller difference 

between the •Propeller alone (thrust adjusted for added power)' 

and •Propeller alone' curves, did. not increase much. 

The apparent significant favourable interference at 

6 degree angle of attack is doubtful as it is mainly due to 

the sudden depression of the otherwise smooth •Propeller alone 

(thrust adjusted for added power ) ' curve there. The reduction 

of load torque is inconsistent with the pre-swirling effect. 
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f igure 5 is replotted using the combined lift coefficient 

instead of angle of attack as ordinate. Figure 6 is the result. 

The curves are similar except at the right end where the 

'Fan & Wing' curve drops belOW' the 'Fan + Wing' curve because 

of the earlier stall as noted in figure 3. 

Figure 1 through 10 are curves !or configuration 2 

corrsponding to-. figure 3 through 6 for configuration 1. 

Even though the !an was moved forward by 3" or 25% chord, 

there are few differences between the results !or the two 

configurations. 

Figure ll shows the effect or favourable interference 

!or configuration 3, a propeller instead o! a fan. With the 

shroud removed, the net thrust was much increased as the shroud 

has considerable wetted area and was not well made !or lOW' drag. 

There is some favourable interference, especially at higher 

angles of attack. However the effect of pre-swirling is less 

pronounced. The load torque, as seen !rom the smaller d.i!!erence 

between the •Propeller alone (thrust adjusted !or added power)' 

and •Propeller alone' curves, did. not increase much. 

The apparent significant favourable interference at 

6 degree angle of attack is doubtful as it is mainly due to 

the sudden depression of the otherwise smooth 'Propeller alone 

(thrust adjusted !or added power ) ' curve there. The reduction 

of load torque is inconsistent with the pre-swirling effect. 
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Thus there might be some gross error such as torque meter 

misreading here. Anyway, since the favourable interference 

seemed to be less than the other two configurations, no attempt 

was made to repeat the experiment. Further investigations gre 

lett to interested researchers. 

Figure 12 is obtained tram figures 4 and 8 while figure 13 

is obtained !rom figures 6 and 10. In these. plot~, the increase 

ot thruat due to vortex energy recovery or the drag reduction due 

to favourable interference are expressed as percentages or the 

wing litt induced drag. 

The general shapes are similar, although the two 

contignrations neither coincide nor show any particular trend. 

Detail differences between the two figures may be in part 

attributed to the interference of the ran on the wt.ing. Figures 12 

and 13 are the lea~ accurate of all the curves, especially tor 

small angles ot att~k or litt coefficient range, because mall 

differences are compared to small differences • Therefore· even 

though the curves all show large percentage benefits at small 

angles ot attack or litt coefficient range, the absolute values 

are small as seen from the source figures. Systematic errors 

such as those resulting from the estimation of fan efficiency 

may consititute a large part ot them. 

For the region between 2 and 4 degree angle or attack 

corrspartding to lift coefficient ot o.4 to 0.6, both plots 

show a minima. Going back to the source figures, t he t hrust 
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increase due to vortex energy recovery remains fairly constant 

while the increase of induced drag lowers the percentage. &t 

the interference indeed changes from favourable to unfavourable 

at lift coefficient of 0.55 • 

The region beyond is the aai.n area of interest. The absolute' 

values are sufficiently large to Jdnimize errors and the 

percentage improvement, of the order of 25% to 35%, is maintained 

close to stall. In this region the results are fairly consistent. 

'nle region is not actually defined by the angle of attack or 

lirt coefficient range. In fact, this region, a spread or· several 

degrees around 8 degree, coincides with the angle when the vortex 

core centered right at the spinner during flow visualization. 

Thrust curves and torque meter readings show an increase, a 

definite jump, when entering this region. The probable cause i s 

the vortex core begins to align with the spinner at the jUIIlp. 

Thus, by proper choice of wing initial incidence .and fan locati on 

the region can be made to coincide with any angle of attack or 

lift coefficient range. Hence an improvement of about 30% of t he 

wing induced dra g should be able to be realized at any design 

condition. 



VI. CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that, at least for the conditions tested, 

the type ot flaw having the vortex given out by a lifting 

surface 'providing pre-swirling !or a fan, is stable and 

beneficial. 

The pre-swirling has the e!fec~ of increasing the load 

torque of the fan so that more power is being absorbed and 

more thrust developed at a lower rota~ional speed. 

The downstream location of the fan is not critical for 

t 'his type of flaw. But the location of the fan normal to the 

wing plane will determines the angle of attack range within 

which the vortex will be concentric with the fan axis. 

The increase of thrust due to vortex energy recovery or 

the favourable interference effect, depending on the viewpoint 

adopted, is of the order of 30% of the wing induced drag for a 

wing aspect ratio of 5.3 and a fan diameter of 1.17 chord or 

0.44 semi -span. 
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VII. RECOMJ.!ENDA.TIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

As the present experiment is only an exploratory 

investigation, the very many different configurations and test 

conditions possible with this type or tlow are still waiting to 

be tried. The thrust coefficient presently used is comparable 

to cruise thrust tor an aeroplane. Thus the effect at lower 

thrust level has yet to be demonstrated. 

The amount ot vortex energy recoverable b.r this •ethod 

is dependent on the ran capture area. Thus a large tan diameter 

to wing span ratio gives a higher percentage or recoverable 

energy. It the tan diameter is fixed, this implies a shorter 

span and hence lower aspect ratio. Thus the effect with low 

aspect ratio wing and large tan has to be investigated. 

Carrying this to extreme, it is apparent that slender wing 

and delta wing platforms provide large amounts or vortex energy. 

If a sizable portion is recovered, which is equivalent to 

substantial induced drag reduction, then the good aerodynamic 

and structural characteristics or these platforms would make them 

very attractive even tor subsonic applications. Since their aspect 

ratio are so low, the engines will not be placed too tar outboard 

and one engine out yawing moment may not be prohibitive. 

Going to extreme in another fashion, a small vortex strake 

mounted in front or an engine inlet will provide pre-swirling 

t or the ran. In addition to some extra lift, it may have a better 

performance than pre-swirling vanes. The possibility of such device 

18 
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replacing those volute inducers tor helicopter engines should be 

investigated. Such device may also be proved to be useful in 

reducing noise level and rotational stress ror shrouded 

propulsion tans. 

In all, the tpye or !low needs to be explored to the 

tul.l and the region where it can be stably tomed needs' to 

be mapped out be tore its potential can be gauged. 
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APPENDI~S 

List of Runs 

Run no. Configuration -R-em;;;.ar-..k_s ________________ _ 

2 Fan alone 1st test tor fan thrwst vs. input power 

s Fan alone 

7 Con.fig. 1 

9 " 
11 Config. 2 

13 Config. 3 

lS Config. 2 

17 Config. 1 

18 Fan alone 

19 Fan alone 

21 Propeller 

alone 

1st test tor fan alone thrust at different 

angles of attack 

Fan & Wing both on balance 

Continuation ot above at higher angles 

Fan & Wing both on balance 

Propeller & Wing both on balance 

Fan alone on balance 

Fan alone on balance 

2nd test for ran thrust vs. input power 

2nd test for fan alone thrust at different 

angl es or attack 

Propeller thrust at different angles of 

attack 

23 Wing alone Standard tor Comparison with other 

Configurations 



WICHITA STATE UNZVERS%TY 
? X ~0 FOOT LOW-SPEED WZND TUNNEL 

Alpha If t'orqua CL 
( deg> r.p.a. lb-tt 

-. 01 
- . 01 
- . 01 
- . 01 

2500 
3000 
3500 
~000 

- . 0267 
0.19$7 - . 0306 
l.Jl!U.- . 0341 
2.25()3-. 0356 

NOVEHBER 25, 1981 
APPENDIX 

Rloht W.Lnq 

Wind Axes Datil 

CD 

. 0938 

.0544 
- . 0025 
- . 0564 

Ct1 

, 0<4<42 
. Oo473 
.oss 
. 0563 

CRM 

.0178 

.019 

.0186 

.0175 

CYI1 

.0363 

.0173 
- . 0124 
- . 039 

REYNOLDS NUMBER • 1.00578E+06 
MACH NUMBER • .1168 

•tilt ic tare 0 
d!lnal'l.i.C tare 0 
cons t . tab 1c 2 

CY 

. 0396 

. 0337 
. 0234 
. 0233 

q 
( p~f ) 

19.49 
19.57 
19 . 55 
19.43 

TEKP!IlA Tt!R! = 6l.SO r 
WXCH ZTA STATE UNZVERSITY 

? X ~0 FOOT LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Run nul'lber S 

Alpha t'orqua 
<deq > l.b-tt 

-2 . 02 2.2228 
. 09 2.2()38 
2 . 01 2.1809 
4 . 02 2.1809 
b . 03 2.1~9 
8, OS 2. 2o88 

CL 

- . 0912 
- . 03-47 
.0205 
.0755 
.1338 
. 1988 

NOVEMBER 25, 1981 
APPENDIX 

Ri ght W.i.nq 

Wind Ares Delta 

CD 

- . Oo466 
- . 0516 
- . 0556 
- , 054o4 
- . 0535 
- . 0502 

Cl1 

. 1272 

. 0506 
- . 0208 
- . 0852 
- .1627 
- . 2422 

CRM 

. 0463 

. 0169 
- . 0106 
- . 0393 
- . 0694 
- . 1017 

CYM 

- . 0367 
- . 0378 
-. 0391 
- . 0376 
- . 0368 
- . 0348 

REYNOLDS NUMBER = 995956 
MACH NUMBER 2 . 1168 

TEJIPERATURE = 66.5° F 
ROO'ATIO!lAL SPEED, !{ = 4000 r ,;,,m. 

•tatic tare 3 
d11nal'l.i.c taro~ 0 
conn . t llb h 2 

CY 

. 0346 

. 032 

. 0216 

.0235 

. 0248 

. 0 165 

q 
< psF> 

19 . 44 
19 . 53 
19 . 43 
19.34 
19 . 44 
19 . ..... 



WZCHZTA STATE UNXVERSZTY 
7 X j. 0 FOOT LOW-SPEED W r. ND ·ruNNEL 

Alpha Torque 
<deq > lb-tt 

-1 . 97 2 .39~ 
. 09 2.U8S 
:! . 14 2.SS83 
4 . 19 2.8799 
6 . 24 2.8799 
8 . 29 2.9078 

CL 

. 1265 

.3399 

. 537 

. 7316 

. 9446 
1 . 1303 

NOVEt1BER 25 , 1981 
APPENDIX 

R.l.qht WJ.nq 

Wind Axes Datca 

CD Ct1 CRt1 CYI't 

- . 0321 . 1294 - . 0046 - . 0369 
- . 0311 . 0546 - . 0687 - . 0387 
- . 0295 - . 0145 - . 1317 - . 0399 
- . 032 - . 0843 - . 1933 - . 0456 
-. 0223 - .1572 - . 2612 - . 0476 
- . 0113 - . 2175 - . 3252 - . 0502 

REYNOLDS NUI'tBER • 989830 
!'tACH NUI'tBER • .1173 

't'EMPEHA TUR! :6 7 .S0 't 
ROTATIOKA L SPEED, If s 4000 r .;J.a. 

stcat .I. e: tcare 6 
d yna,..l.c: tare 0 
c:onst . t cabh 2 

CY q 
< psf'> 

. 0821 19. 5-4 

.1019 19. 64 

. 1103 19. 53 

. 1Z01 19 . 53 

. 1469 19 . 52 

. 1825 19 . 61 

WZCHZTA STATE UNZVERSITY 
7 X j.Q FOOT LO W- SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Alpha 
<deq > 

8 .29 
10 . 32 
12. 33 
14 . 32 

Tarqu. 
lb-tt 

2.8939 
2.9078 
2.7638 
) . 0337 

CL 

1 . 1248 
1 . 2552 
1 . 2694 
1 . 2474 

CD 

NOVEMBER 25 , 1981 
APPENDIX 

RJ.qht W.l.nq 

Wind Aus Data 

CH CRt1 

- . 0104 
. 0116 
. 0666 
. 1268 

- . 221 
- . 2743 
- . 3628 
- . 4361 

- . 323 
- . 3725 
- . 4023 
- . 4083 

REYNOLDS NUMBER a 984850 
MACH NUMBER • . 118 

~..uPERA TORE 67 • 5° F 

CYt1 

- . 0512 
- . 04?8 
- . 031? 
- .0 10? 

ROTATIONAL SPEED, N 4000 r.p.m. 

s t a tic: tare 8 
d!lna,.J.c t are 0 
c onst . table 2 

CY 

. 1675 
. 2063 
. 1956 
.1998 

q 
< P sf'> 

19 . 52 
19 . 52 
19 . 54 
19 . 56 



WICH~TA STATE UNIVERSITY 
7 X ~0 FOOT LOW-SPEED W~ND TUNNEL 

Alphcs ~OI'qQI 
< deg) lb-rt 

-1.97 2.)~ 
.08 2.Sl64 
2.14 2.6842 
4.19 2.7401 
&.24 2.S379 
8 .29 2.9218 
10 .32 ).Cil76 
12.32 2.13100 

CL 

.1168 

. 3242 

.5366 
. 7402 
.943 
1.1209 
1. 2-469 
1. 2348 

NOVEMBER 25 , 1991 
APPENDIX 

R.iqh t Wing 

Wind Axes Dcsta 

CD CM CRH CYM 

- . 0311 . 1005 - . 0043 - . 0353 
- . 0371 . 0465 - . 0672 - . 0391 
- . 0318 -. 0183 -.1306 -. 0363 
- . 0295 - . 0693 - . 1951 -. 0393 
-. 0263 -.1187 - . 2604 - . 0434 
- . 0131 - .167-4 - . 3211 - . 0439 
.0104 - . 2076 - . 3697 -. 038 
.07-47 - . 2762 - . 3909 - .0 172 

REYNOLDS NUHBER a 979192 
MACH NUHBER a . 1182 

TEYPERATORB = 67.5° T 
ROTA'l'IONAL SP!ED, If: 4000 r.p.ll. 

•tcst.ic tCll'e 10 
d)lna,.ic tare 0 
const . tcsblc 2 

CY q 
( p~f) 

.0763 19.44 

. 0858 19.34 
.0911 19.34 
.0985 19.43 
.1357 19.52 
.1528 19.52 
.1688 19 . -42 
.1779 19 . 64 

WXCH~TA STATE UN~VERS%TY 
7 X ~0 FOOT LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Alphct Tarque CL 
< deg) ll>-rt 

-1.96 2.7401 .1723 
. 09 2.7680 . 3471 
2.13 2.9100 . 519-4 
4 . 18 2.e379 .6902 
b . 22 2.6282 . 865 
8.26 2.1078 1 . 0091 
10 .29 2.71!20 1. 1116 

NOVEMBER 25, 1981 
APPENDIX 

Right Wing 

Wind Axes Dcsta 

CD CM CRH CYH 

- . 0999 . 0625 - . 0302 -. 068 
- . 0981 .0386 -. 0749 -. 0696 
-. 0937 . 0088 - . 1236 - . 0703 
- . 0809 - . 0183 - . 1715 - ,0686 
- . 0651 - . 0486 - .2222 - . 0657 
- .0448 - . 0743 - . 2659 - . 0618 
- . 026-4 - . 0905 - . 2999 - . ossa 

REYNOLDS NUMBER 2 971915 
MACH NUMBER a . 1179 
~RATC"RE = 70.5° r 

ROTAT!ONAL SPEED, N: uOOO r.o.m. 

stat .i c tare 12 
d!'na1'1ic taro~ 0 
const . table 2 

CY q 
<psf ) 

. 0721 19.42 

.0849 19.51 
. 0915 19.51 
.1085 19.51 
. 1278 19 . 51 
. 147 19 . 51 
.1609 19 . 51 



WZCHITA STATE UNIVER S ZTY 
? X 10 FOOT LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Alpha Torqu 
<deq > lb-tt 

-2 . 02 2 • .)626 
- . 01 2 • .3906 
2 . 01 2. SS8.3 
4 . 02 2.6003 
6 .0 -4 2. 7680 
8 . 05 2. 8100 
1 0 . 07 2.?078 
12 . 08 2.9078 

CL 

-. 0851 
- . 0264 
. 0339 
.0993 
.1511 
.2071 
. 2599 
. 3012 

NOVEHBER 25 , 1981 
APPENDIX 

Riqht WJ.nq 

WJ.nd Axes Data 

CD CH · CRH CYI't 

- . 053'7 . 1009 . 0413 - . 0369 
- . 066 .0 ... 16 . 0106 - . 0 ... 16 
- . 0'762 - . 0209 - . 0221 - . 04'7 
- . 0'774 - . 0181 - . 0513 - . 0494 
- . 0912 - . 1319 - . 09-49 - . 0603 
- . 0933 - . 1823 - . us5 - . 0649 
- . 0896 - . 2324 - . 1443 - . 0667 
- . 0716 - . 21'72 -. 1676 - . 0588 

REYNOLDS NUHBER • 965349 
HACH NUHBER • . 1181 
1'£WP!RA TORI = 72 .S° F 

ROT~nONAL SPEED, II .:a uOOO r . p.:a. 

stat .lc tare 14 
d jl naM.lc tare 0 
const . table 2 

CY q 
Cpsf> 

.025 19 . 44 

. 013 19 . 24 

. 031 19 . 43 

. 02'76 19. 52 

.0459 19. 42 

.070'7 19 . 42 

.09 19 . 42 

.0916 19 . 52 

WZCHITA STATE UNIVER S ITY 
? X 10 FOOT LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Alpha Torque CL 
<deq > lb-tt 

-2 .02 2.S024 - . 0817 
- . 01 2.6842 - . 0308 
2 . 01 2.681&2 .0291 
4 . 02 2.75lU . 0885 
0. 0-4 2. 3)79 . 1508 
8. OS 2.?u98 . 2122 
10.07 2. 76)8 . 261 
12 .08 2 .9917 . 3 005 

NOVEHBER 25 , 1981 
APPENDIX 

Rlqht WJ.nq 

Wind Axes Delta 

CD CH CRH CYM 

- . 064? . 13 .0'105 - . 0'152 
- . 081 4 . 0589 . 0106 - . 0531 
- . 0948 - . 0205 - . 0212 - . 054 
- . 09 18 - . 0993 - . 0527 - . 0602 
- . 1005 - . 162 -. 0867 - . 071 
- .1005 -. 2324 - . 1215 - . 0765 
- . 0958 - . 287? - . 1486 - . 0792 
- . 0717 - . 3421 -.1716 - . 0731 

REYNOLDS NUMBER a 1.01623E+06 
MACH NUMBER .. . 1176 

TEUPERA'lt'RE = Su0 r 
i!OTATIONAL SPEED, N = uOOO r . p • .:~~. 

stat ic: t are 16 
d!'na".i. c: tar e 0 
cans t. t qb l c 2 

CY q 
<psf) 

. 0171 19 .53 

. 02 06 19 . 42 

. 0314 19 . 42 

.0402 19.42 

. 0736 19 . 51 

.0912 19 . 61 

.107? 19.51 

. 1229 19 . 52 



WICHITA STATE UNZVERSZTY 
? X ~0 FOOT LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Run nu,..ber 19 

Alpha If l'arque CL 
<deq>r.p.a. lb-tt. 

- . 01 )800 l.9t&J2 - . 0~31 
- . 01 3900 2.0551 -. 036<t 
- . 01 1&000 2.26h8 - . 0387 
- . 01 1&100 2.WS -. 0372 
- . 01 1&200 - . 035<t 
- . 01 illO - . 0389 

NOVEMBER 25, 1981 
APPENDIX 

Right Wlnq 

Wlnd Axes l)Q t a 

CD Cl't CRH 

- . 0358 . 0562 . 0173 
- . O<t5<t . 0595 .0186 
- . 0575 . oo<t<t .0196 
- . 0663 . 0651 . 0181 
- . 0'781 . 0656 .0 161 
- . 0763 . 0678 . 019 

CYH 

- . 0295 
- . 0337 
- . O<tO<t 
-. 0<456 
- . 0521 
- . 0502 

REYNOLDS NUMBER • 1.00974£+06 
HACH NUMBER . . 1171 

'l'!UP!RATmll SS0 ., 

stat .i.e: tare 0 
d!lna,.J.c: tare 0 
const . t able 2 

CY 

. 0266 

. 0259 

.0273 

. 0268 

.0315 

.0238 

q 
<psf> 

19 .54 
19.4<t 
19 . 3<t 
19.43 
19 . 43 
19 . 33 



WICHITA STATE UNIVER S ITY 
7 X j. 0 FOOT LOW-~3P EED W :r. ND TUNNEl-

Run nuf'lbcr 19 

Alpha TOl"qUe 
<dcq> lb-tt 

-2 . 02 2.2787 
- . 01 2.2)68 
2 . 01 2.1809 
4 . 02 2.1.669 
6 . 0-4 2.1809 
8 . 05 2.191&9 
1 0 .06 2.2CB9 
12 . 08 2.2)68 

NOVE11BER 25 , 1981 
APPENDIX 

Riqht Wlnq 

W.i.nd AICS Datil 

CL CD Cl1 CRI1 CYI1 

- . 0919 - . 0503 .1376 . 0-4-43 -. 038-4 
- . 03it1 
.0199 
. 0741 
. 1378 
. 1967 
. 2523 
. 305 

- . 0557 . 06-45 • 0 1it3 - . 0396 
- . 0573 -.0097 - . 0117 - . 0389 
- . 056 - . 0785 -.0-405 - . 0387 
- . 0559 - . 1542 - . 0719 - . 0375 
- . 0531 - . 2278 - . 102 - . 0375 
- . 0481 - . 2938 - . 1303 - . 0336 
- . 0305 - . 3622 - . 1592 - .. 0256 

REYNOLDS NUMBER a 1. 01155£+06 
MACH NUI1BER • . 1177 

TEIIPERATtiRI = S7 .;o r 
ROTAf!ORAL SP!ED• N = uOOO r.p.a. 

static t llrc 16 
dyncudc: tare 0 
c onst . table 2 

CY q 
< P•f'> 

. 0391 19 . 53 

. 0327 19 . 3-4 
. 0267 19 . 34 
. 0161 19 . 3-4 
. 0234 19 . 3-4 
. 0247 19 . 43 
. 0214 19 . 4-4 
. 0234 19 . 5-4 

WICH:T.TA STATE UN I VER S ITY 
7 X ~0 FOOT LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

Run nuf'lbcr 21 

Alpha T~ CL 
< dcq > ll>-tt 

- 2. 01 2.6422 - . 0395 
0 2.6422 - . 013 1 
2 2.5lU2 . 0127 
4 . 01 2.6422 . 0387 
b . 02 2.5282 . 0642 
8 . 02 2.5$62 . 0896 
10 . 03 2.6422 . 1126 
12. OJ 2.5562 . 1347 

NOVEMBER 25 , 1981 
APPENDIX 

Rlqh t W.i.nq 

W.i.nd Axes Da t il 

CD CH CRI1 CYI1 

- . 1225 . 07 . 0173 - . 0709 
- . 1229 . 0373 . 0038 - . 071 8 
- . 1246 . 005 - . 0 099 - . 073 
- . 1219 - . 026 - . 0239 - . 0735 
- . 1221 - . 0565 - . 0369 - . 0739 
- . 1197 - . 0863 - . 0502 - . 0742 
- . 11 46 - . 1156 - . 063 - . 0716 
- . 1 05 1 - .1438 -. 0749 - . 0674 

REYNOLDS NUMBER = 1.00798£+06 
11ACH NU"BER 2 . 1179 

TEUPERA TURE = 59° r 
!iOTAT!JliAL SPEED. N: L.OOO r,., .m. 

stat .lc t are 20 
dynaf'l.i.C: tare 0 
const . tllblc 2 

CY q 
<psf' > 

. 0199 19 . 4 1 

. 0244 19 . 31 

.0293 19 . 51 

. 0314 19 . 51 

.0 33 19 . 51 

.0349 19 . 41 

.0361 19 . 41 

.0362 19 . 61 



WJ:CH:J:TA STATE lJN l: VEl~ Si J: TY 
7 X j,.Q FC>C>T LOW-SPEED WJ:ND TUNNEL 

Rvn nul'lber 23 Stllt.i.C: to.re 22 
dyno.l'l i c: tare 0 
c:onst . toble 2 

NOVEMBER 25 , 1981 
APPENDIX 

R.i.Qht Wlnq 

Wi nd Axes D<ata 

Alpha Psi CL CD Cl1 CR I1 CYM CY q 
< deq > <deq> <psf' > 

-1.9'i 0 .2089 .025? . 0055 - . 0<4<46 - . 002<4 .0699 19 . <46 
.09 0 . 351? . 0316 .0109 - . 0?5 .0038 .0?6 19 . 56 
2.13 0 . 490<4 . 0399 • 01-41 - .1 037 .0063 . 0827 19.56 
<4.16 0 . 6151 . 0529 • 0161 - .1315 . 0101 . 0891 19.47 
6 .19 0 .749<4 , 06?6 . 0184 - .1628 .0136 .0967 19 . 47 
8 . 23 0 . 8837 . o8.-.. .0 19<4 - , 1929 .0189 .1 069 19 . 47 
10.25 0 . 9912 .1022 • 0231 - . 2206 .024 .117 19 . 47 
12 . 2? 0 1 . 0363 . 12'78 . 0158 - . 2369 . 0313 .1 09 19 . 48 
14.~5 0 . 9769 . 1?2'7 -. 0161 - . 235<4 .0414 .0959 19.<4 
16.23 0 .891 . 2268 - . 043'7 - . 2107 . osn .0991 19.42 
18.15 0 . 5'719 . 3298 - . 0678 - .151 . 0911 . 05'78 19 . 5'7 
-12 . 12 0 -.4638 .0<43 - . 0109 .091'i .0 014 . 0808 19 . 56 
-10 . 09 0 - . 3315 .032'7 - . 0107 .0696 . 0002 ,0768 19 . 47 
-8.05 0 - . 1'136 . 0269 -. 0065 .o .. 0 . 07 43 19 . 56 
-6.01 0 -.0593 . 0235 - . 0008 . 0117 . 0001 . 0734 19 . 46 
-3.98 0 .0821 .0233 .0008 - . 0183 .001 . 0155 19.46 
-1.95 0 . 211<4 . 0258 . 00<49 -. 0-448 - .0003 . 0765 19 .56 

REYNOLDS NUMBER • 1.00?00E+06 
HACH NUMBER • . 1178 
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